Abstract
Introduction
Language specific editors represent one of the many different approaches to addressing the problems of software productivity; these are editors which are specifically intended for the creation and modification of programs. There have been a large number of language specific editors developed over the last twenty five years [ l] .
Language specific editors have the potential to offer significant advantages over text editors by providing help with language syntax, avoiding syntactic and semantic errors bepting compilation, providing semantically based , and so on. Despite these potential advantages, not been widely used by are development. Although many of the reaso mechanisms which may be to use that some of the 0th will be overcome. An important aspect of this interaction is the continual feedback provided so that the programmer is always aware of the result of the operation being performed.
Specifying Direct Manipulation
This section will outline a technique for specifying direct manipulation editing mechanisms for program editors. This technique is amenable to the automatic generation of the direct manipulation program editors from the specification.
The first step, called unparsing, maps from the underlying structural representation (used to represent the program within the editor) to the graphical presentation. In our system the graphical presentation is represented by a graphical object hierarchy. This unparsing step is of crucial importance, since it is this unparsed, visual representation that the programmer will manipulate.
The interactions are described with state machines, which are attached to graphical objects during unparsing.
We have used the state machines to describe three aspects of the system: the interaction with graphical objects, the geometric behaviour of the graphical objects and the recognition of sequences of events as new higher level events. These state machines move to another state in response to an event (e.g., button clicks and key presses) and a transition function is called, in this case, the transition functions are called command procedures. The command procedures can contain (but are not limited to) commands to alter graphical objects (and the graphical object hierarchy) and change the underlying structural representation.
Conclusion
The above technique has been used to specify a simple editor (that shown in Figure 1 ). There is still more work to be done to allow more complicated mechanisms to be described; for example, the command procedures need a richer set of primitives that will allow the common direct manipulation mechanisms to be described easily. This work will allow rapid prototyping of these direct manipulation style mechanisms and hence allow exploration of their suitability for program editing.
